Assessment of the value of a competitive protein binding radioassay of folic acid in the detection of folic acid deficiency
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SUMMARY The diagnostic value of the Becton Dickinson Radioassay Kit (\(^{125}\)I) for the assay of red cell folate has been investigated. The assay was acceptable with regards to precision but was non-linear with changing packed cell volume. Sensitivity of the assay was satisfactory, with 24 of 25 folate deficient patients giving red cell folate values which fell below the reference range. Specificity of the assay in the detection of folate deficiency was less satisfactory. As with microbiological assays, a considerable proportion of vitamin B\(_{12}\) deficient patients had low red cell folate values. In addition, low concentrations were found in 12\% of patients who were unlikely to be deficient in either vitamin B\(_{12}\) or folic acid.

During the development of folic acid (folate) deficiency a fall in the serum folate concentration precedes a fall in red cell folate concentration.\(^1\) As the serum folate falls rapidly after cessation of folate intake,\(^1\) however, a reduced serum folate is quite common in hospital patients\(^2\) who do not have a substantial reduction of folate stores. For this reason a red cell folate assay is often preferred for the detection of tissue depletions of folate.\(^3\) Both serum and red cell folate are almost entirely in the 5-methyltetrahydrofolate form, but serum folate is present as the monoglutamate (folic acid) while red cell folate is present as polyglutamates which must be converted to the monoglutamate before assay.\(^3\) Serum, red cell, and whole blood folate may be measured by microbiological assay; \textit{Lactobacillus casei} is the organism most often used.\(^3,4\) Microbiological assays are labour intensive, however, and are prone to periodic failure. This has led to attempts to develop radioisotopic competitive protein binding assays.\(^5\) The assay was non-linear with changing packed cell volume.

Material and methods

A competitive protein binding radioassay of red cell folate (folic acid) was carried out using the Becton Dickinson Radioassay Kit (\(^{125}\)I) which uses a protein binder derived from milk and iodine\(^{125}\)-labelled pteroylglutamic acid (folic acid). The assay was performed as specified by the manufacturer. It requires (a) acidification of the sample by dilution in freshly made ascorbic acid, 2 g/l (0.2\%), and incubation at room temperature for 90 min to allow endogenous folate conjugase to convert folate polyglutamates to monoglutamates; and (b) heating of the sample to destroy endogenous serum binders of folic acid. Haemolysates were prepared within 48 h of venesection (usually within 12 h) and stored at \(-20^\circ\)C for up to 1 week before assay. We did not assay serum folate concentrations in patients' sera and did not correct the "red cell folate" for the relatively small amount of folate in serum.

Within batch and between batch precision were assessed by assaying 20 patient samples twice in one batch and once in another batch and calculating the coefficient of variation of paired samples. Long term between batch precision was also studied as follows. Three haemolysate pools were prepared to have low, normal, and high folate concentrations. Each was divided into 0.4 ml aliquots, which were stored at \(-20^\circ\)C. One aliquot from each pool was thawed and included in every assay performed over a 5
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Assessment of variation coefficients after adding one month period (32 assays). Mean values and coefficients of variation were calculated.

Recovery of added folate in the radioassay was assessed after adding 100 μl isotonic saline containing 1 μg crystalline folic acid (BDH Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Alton, Hants) to duplicate 4 ml samples of anticoagulated fresh whole blood from a normal volunteer. Recovery was estimated as a percentage and results on duplicates were averaged. This experiment was carried out on three different samples.

Linearity of the radioassay in the measurement of whole blood folate and red cell folate was studied by making artificial mixtures of red cells and autologous plasma to give packed cell volumes ranging from 0-05 to 0-65. Total folate was assayed on each red cell suspension and red cell folate was calculated both with and without a correction being made for the folic acid in the plasma. Results were expressed as μg/l of cell suspension and μg/l of red cells, respectively, and were plotted against packed cell volume. The experiment was carried out on three different samples as detailed, and the red cells from one sample were also suspended to different packed cell volumes in varying mixtures of autologous plasma and isotonic saline such that the concentration of plasma in the red cell suspensions was kept constant. Linearity of red cell and total folate assays was also studied by diluting a haemolysate in folate free medium (2 g/l ascorbic acid).

The effect of varying the period of incubation of the haemolysate from the recommended 90 min was studied by freezing the freshly prepared acidified lysate at times varying from zero to 5 h; the lysates so prepared were thawed immediately before assay. A reference range was derived from samples collected from 200 normal individuals, 100 men and 100 women, aged between 18 and 65. These were healthy subjects who were having screening blood tests before going overseas or at the time of taking up employment or healthy laboratory staff or other healthy volunteers. Serum folate was also measured in 22 healthy volunteers in order to estimate the degree of inaccuracy introduced by not correcting the assay result for folate present in serum. The reference range was determined over the period in which the diagnostic value of the assay was assessed. Mean values in men and women were compared by Student's t test after logarithmic transformation of the data.

In addition to the samples from normal volunteers, all samples sent to the laboratory for red cell folate assay for diagnostic purposes were assayed over a 2½ year period starting from January 1981. In most cases a serum vitamin B₁₂ estimation on a sample obtained simultaneously was also performed (Becton Dickinson B₁₂ ⁵²⁷Co Radioassay Kit). During the study all patients suspected on haematological or clinical grounds of having a deficiency of B₁₂ or folic acid were investigated as fully as possible, irrespective of the results of folic acid assays. A bone marrow aspirate was performed in patients suspected of having a megaloblastic anaemia, or a neurological syndrome suggestive of B₁₂ deficiency, and in most of these patients a deoxyuridine suppression test was also performed. A Schilling test was advised in all patients with megaloblastic bone marrow; this was performed using a Dicopac Kit (Amersham International), but in most patients parts 1 and 2 of the test were done separately rather than simultaneously.

During the study a deoxyuridine suppression test was also performed on all patients who were having bone marrow aspirations for the investigation of macrocytosis, regardless of the most likely cause of the macrocytosis. The dietary intake of vitamin B₁₂, folic acid, ascorbic acid, and iron was assessed by a dietician in patients with megaloblastic anaemia in whom the cause was not readily apparent or in whom the clinical staff suspected a dietary deficiency. Small bowel biopsies and other investigations for malabsorption were carried out when clinically indicated. After full assessment patients were classified using the criteria shown in the Table, excluding any consideration of red cell folate concentration.

Assays were also carried out on 22 samples from patients taking phenytoin sodium, who were not otherwise investigated. In addition, in order to assess the specificity of the assay samples were collected from 50 haematologically normal inpatients. These patients had mean cell volumes of less than 96 fl and haemoglobin concentrations greater than 13 g/dl (men) or 11-5 g/dl (women). They were selected to include equal numbers of men and women and equal numbers of medical and surgical patients. Those who had recently been transfused were excluded; in other respects they were unselected.

Results

Precision

Coefficients of variation of the red cell folate assay on paired samples were 12% within batch and 26% between batch (two assays). For haemolysate pools assayed over 5 months in 32 assays between batch coefficients of variation were 12-5, 10, and 8-9% on pools with mean red cell folate values of 73, 245, and 1054 μg/l, respectively. Mean values were stable over this period.

Recovery

Recovery of added folic acid in the three studies was 82-5, 108-5, and 161% (mean 117%).
Criteria for classification of patients as definitely or probably $B_12$ deficient, definitely or probably folate deficient, or not deficient in $B_12$ or folate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>No of patients</th>
<th>No in whom a deoxyuridine suppression test was done</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definite $B_12$ deficiency (with no reason to suspect folate deficiency)</td>
<td>Megaloblastic bone marrow; abnormal deoxyuridine suppression test (if done); low serum $B_12$ value; $B_12$ malabsorption (or known total gastrectomy)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probable $B_12$ deficiency (with no reason to suspect folate deficiency)</td>
<td>As above, but Schilling test not done</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definite folic acid deficiency</td>
<td>Megaloblastic bone marrow; abnormal deoxyuridine suppression test (if done); normal serum $B_12$; normal $B_12$ absorption</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probable folic acid deficiency</td>
<td>As above, but Schilling test not done</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible deficiency of both $B_12$ and folic acid</td>
<td>Coeliac disease with low serum $B_12$ or abnormal $B_12$ absorption</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrocytic $\pm$ megaloblastic, but not $B_12$ or folate deficient</td>
<td>Macrocytic $\pm$ megaloblastic; deoxyuridine suppression test normal</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LINEARITY
When red cells were suspended in autologous plasma to give a range of packed cell volumes the total folate (expressed per litre of cell suspension) had a linear relation with the packed cell volume (Fig. 1), but in three studies the intercept of the regression line with the y axis varied between 20-9 and 34-8 $\mu$g/l (when the corresponding serum folate values were 2-6 to 3-4 $\mu$g/l). Similarly, when a haemolysate was serially diluted in a folate free medium, the total folate had a linear relation with packed cell volume but the intercept with the y axis was 25 $\mu$g/l. The relation between red cell folate (expressed per litre of red cells) and packed cell volume was non-linear whether or not red cell folate was corrected for the serum contribution (Fig. 1).

PERIOD OF INCUBATION OF LYSATE
Studies of the effect of varying the period of incubation of the lysate showed that the measured red cell folate fell between zero and 90 min incubation and continued to fall beyond 90 min (Fig. 2).

VALUES IN NORMAL SUBJECTS
Red cell folate concentrations in normal subjects had a logarithmic distribution (Fig. 3) and logarithmic conversion was therefore used to derive the geometric mean (398 $\mu$g/l) and the 95% confidence limits (199-795 $\mu$g/l). No difference was found between men and women. In the 22 normal subjects in whom both serum and red cell folate were measured the overestimation of red cell folate consequent on not allowing for folate present in serum ranged from 1-2 to 3-9% (mean 2-1%).

VALUES IN FOLATE DEFICIENT PATIENTS
Eighteen patients were classified as definitely folate deficient.
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Fig. 2 Serial red cell folate assays on three samples incubated at room temperature for 5 h (recommended period of incubation 90 min).

deficient and a further seven as probably folate deficient (Schilling test not done but serum B₁₂ normal plus other criteria shown in Table). As the measured concentrations of red cell folate did not differ between the two groups (Fig. 3) they are considered together; conclusions are not altered if the seven are excluded. The causes of folate deficiency were coeliac disease (1 patient); myeloproliferative disorder (2 patients); dietary deficiency plus myeloproliferative disorder (1 patient); dietary deficiency plus pregnancy (1 patient); dietary deficiency plus malignancy (2 patients); and definite or probable dietary deficiency (18 patients). Formal dietary assessments in those considered to have a folate deficient diet gave an estimated intake ranging from 26 to 120 µg/day; ascorbic acid intake was also deficient in most patients whose folate intake was deficient. Red cell folate concentrations in the 25 folate deficient patients ranged from 32 to 244 µg/l (Fig. 3), with a median logarithmic value of 116 µg/l. Of the 25 deficient patients, 24 fell below the reference range and 13 had values below 100 µg/l; however, if we had assessed results using the manufacturer's reference range of 124–600 µg/l (see discussion) nine of the 25 would have been regarded as normal. The single deficient patient who fell within our normal range had mild folate deficiency superimposed on polycythæmia rubra vera; he was macrocytic with a mild megaloblastosis, numerous giant metamyelocytes, and a deoxyuridine suppressed value of 14% (normal <8-6%), but his haemoglobin concentration, though lower than his usual value, was within the normal range.

VALUES IN PATIENTS TAKING PHENYTOIN SODIUM
Of 22 assays requested by clinical staff on patients taking phenytoin, 14 fell below the normal range (Fig. 3) with a median level of 165 µg/l.

VALUES IN B₁₂ DEFICIENT PATIENTS
Thirty five patients were classified as having definite vitamin B₁₂ deficiency and a further three as having probable B₁₂ deficiency (all three had low serum vitamin B₁₂ concentrations but did not have a Schilling test). The underlying cause of vitamin B₁₂ deficiency was pernicious anaemia (31 patients), extensive ileal resection (1 patient), total gastrectomy (1 patient), carcinoma of the stomach (1 patient), and malabsorption (undefined pathology) (1 patient). The three patients classified as suffering from probable B₁₂ deficiency had red cell folate concentrations similar to those in the patients with definite B₁₂ deficiency and are therefore considered with them (Fig. 3); conclusions are not altered if they are excluded. The median red cell folate concentration of these 38 patients was 205 µg/l; 16 (42%) had red cell folate values falling below our reference range and three had values below 100 µg/l. Red cell folate concentrations in B₁₂ deficiency were significantly higher than those in folate deficiency (p < 0.001).

VALUES IN PATIENTS POSSIBLY DEFICIENT IN VITAMIN B₁₂ AND FOLIC ACID
In two patients with coeliac disease complicated by vitamin B₁₂ malabsorption (shown by the Schilling test) a deficiency of both B₁₂ and folate appeared likely. Their red cell folate concentrations were 80 and 145 µg/l.

VALUES IN MACROCYTIC PATIENTS NOT DEFICIENT IN VITAMIN B₁₂ OR FOLIC ACID
Forty five patients investigated for macrocytosis had normal deoxyuridine suppression test values, thus excluding significant vitamin B₁₂ or folate deficiency in bone marrow cells. The macrocytosis was attributed to myeloproliferative disorders (including sideroblastic anaemia) (11 patients), excess alcohol consumption or liver disease, or both (3 patients), plasma cell dyscrasia (3 patients), and pregnancy (1 patient); in 17 cases the macrocytosis was unexplained. Five of the 45 patients were megaloblastic, but in each case this was attributable to a myeloproliferative disorder. Of the 45 patients eight had a red cell folate concentration below the normal range (Fig. 3), with one being below 100 µg/l. The mean value of red cell folate in this group was significantly
lower than the mean value in normal volunteers (p < 0.001).

VALUES IN PATIENTS NOT SUSPECTED OF FOLATE DEFICIENCY
Of the 50 patients selected as being unlikely to be folate deficient, four (8%) had folate concentrations below the normal range and none had values falling below 100 μg/l (Fig. 3). The mean value was significantly lower than the mean value in normal volunteers (p < 0.01).

Discussion
Since the concentration of folate in red cells is 20 to 50 times that in serum, a measure of whole blood folate, if expressed per unit volume of red cells, approximates closely to a measure of red cell folate, and many laboratories therefore do not correct red cell folate assay results for the folate contributed by serum rather than red cells. In the present study the consequent overestimation of the red cell folate concentration in normal subjects averaged 2.1%.
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Since measurement of the serum folate concentration on every sample would double the size and cost of each assay we have chosen to assess the precision, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of an uncorrected red cell folate assay.

We have found red cell folate values determined by a competitive protein binding radioassay to have a logarithmic distribution in normal subjects with no difference between men and women and with a reference range similar to ranges for microbiological assays. Our reference range of 199–795 µg/l differs considerably from that stated by the manufacturer (124–600 µg/l), which also represents 95% confidence limits and is based on “over 120 healthy volunteers” from three parts of the USA. This difference underlines the importance of each laboratory deriving its own reference range; had we interpreted patient data by comparison with the manufacturer’s range quite different conclusions would have been drawn. Precision of the red cell folate assay on paired samples was acceptable, though inferior to the precision claimed for serum folate assay with the same kit (manufacturer’s notes), and inferior to precision previously reported for microbiological assays.3 Precision of three samples assayed over 5 months was satisfactory. Assayed red cell folate concentrations were stable over this period.

Recovery of added folic acid in the assay was satisfactory, averaging 117%. Linearity of the assay was unsatisfactory. In an ideal assay total folate (expressed per litre of cell suspension) should have a linear relation to the packed cell volume and the regression line should cross the y axis close to zero, at a point corresponding to the concentration of folate in the serum when no red cells are present. If each value is corrected for folate contributed by serum the regression line should pass through zero, as should the regression line for total folate on packed cell volume when a haemolysate is serially diluted in a folate free medium. By contrast, red cell folate should not change with packed cell volume since it is expressed per litre of red cells. We found that although total folate had a linear relation with the packed cell volume, the intercept of the regression line was considerably greater than expected; thus the assay was “measuring” more folate than was present. As a consequence the relation of red cell folate with packed cell volume was curvilinear with an overestimation of folate at all concentrations. The overestimation of red cell folate was particularly pronounced at packed cell volume values likely to be seen in patients with a severe megaloblastic anaemia. The curvilinear relation of red cell folate with packed cell volume was not consequent on a varying amount of folate conjugase or a varying proportion of plasma since the same phenomenon was seen when red cells were suspended in a mixture of saline and plasma to keep the proportion of plasma constant and when a haemolysate was diluted in a folate free medium. The non-linear relation between the measured red cell folate and packed cell volume was not due to an unsuitable pH for the action of the folate conjugase since the pH of haemolysates prepared from specimens with the highest and lowest packed cell volumes varied only from 4.35 to 4.01 (data not shown).

Incubation of a haemolysate at room temperature causes a fall in measured red cell folate, which is attributed to polyglutamate having a greater affinity for the binder than monoglutamate. We found that concentrations had not plateaued by 90 min but continued to fall for several hours. The changes in assayed folate concentrations with time are not due to associated changes in pH since the pH rises only by about 0.2 pH units between zero time and 3 h. Our data indicate that the recommended period of incubation should be strictly observed in order to obtain consistent results.

Correlations between microbiological and competitive protein binding assay results have been previously demonstrated,2 but there has been only limited assessment of the validity of radioisotopic assay of red cell folate in the detection of folic acid deficiency.9 We have carried out a detailed assessment of the sensitivity and specificity of a competitive protein binding radioassay in the detection of folic acid deficiency in a considerable number of patients. The presence of folic acid deficiency was determined on criteria independent of folic acid assays, and in most patients a deoxyuridine suppression test was used as an objective biochemical indicator of bone marrow deficiency of vitamin B₁₂ or folic acid. Our results show the red cell folate concentration to be a sensitive index of a folate deficiency. Of 25 patients considered to be definitely or probably deficient in folic acid on criteria which were independent of folate values (Table), 24 had low red cell folate concentrations.

Of 22 patients taking phenytoin sodium and 38 patients with definite or probable vitamin B₁₂ deficiency, 14 (64%) and 16 (42%), respectively, had low red cell folate concentrations; this is comparable with observations using a microbiological assay that red cell folate is low in 15 to 60% of patients taking phenytoin sodium11 and about 60% of patients with vitamin B₁₂ deficiency.12

Since red cell folate as measured by a microbiological assay is often low in vitamin B₁₂ deficiency the low concentrations we found in this group of patients are not an indication of non-specificity of the radioassay but rather of non-specificity of any...
red cell folate assay as an indicator of folate deficiency. The frequent occurrence of a low red cell folate level in vitamin B₁₂ deficiency makes difficult the diagnosis of a double deficiency state unless serum folate is assayed as well (serum folate being usually normal or high in vitamin B₁₂ deficiency). But this difficulty applies to a microbiological as well as to a competitive protein binding assay. A red cell folate concentration of less than 100 μg/l by radioassay usually indicates that a patient is folate deficient. Half of the folate deficient patients but only 8% of the B₁₂ deficient patients had red cell folate concentrations below this value.

A substantial lack of specificity of the red cell folate assay was seen in the data from two groups of patients. Fifty hospital patients selected to make folate deficiency unlikely had mean values significantly below those of normal volunteers and 8% fell below the reference range. Similarly 45 macrocytic patients with no biochemical evidence of vitamin B₁₂ or folate deficiency on a deoxyuridine suppression test had a mean value significantly below that of normal volunteers, and 18% fell below the reference range. A red cell folate concentration below 100 μg/l was more specific for folate deficiency, being seen in only one of these 95 patients in whom folate deficiency was excluded or unlikely. Since we did not perform simultaneous microbiological assays, we are unable to comment on whether the specificity of the competitive protein binding assay is any worse than that of a microbiological assay.

The overestimation of red cell folate concentration at all packed cell volumes, with the proportionately greater effect at low packed cell volumes, indicates a defect in the competitive protein binding assay for folate. Despite this undesirable feature the assay successfully separates folate deficient subjects, many of whom have low packed cell volumes, from normal subjects. As with microbiological folate assays the radioassay fails to separate effectively folate deficient patients from vitamin B₁₂ deficient patients. Specificity of the assay was less satisfactory than sensitivity.
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